ing capabilities.
The summary Flow Chart of the program, found in §7, should be adequate for the experienced reader.
Nevertheless, a few general comments are in order.
2.1.1nitlallzation. All patterns to be used in the program are created during the Initialization. As originally conceived, the program was composed of one long run where 1For a full exposition of SNOBOL4, see Griswold, R.E., Page, J.F., and Polonsky, I.P., The SNOBOL4 Programming Lan_~. Holmdel, New Jersey, Bell.
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all steps of the analysis were carried out. However, due to problems of internal storage caused by the numerous data, it was decided to run the program in two passes, each of which is explained below.
2.2.Pass One.
During the first pass of the program all cards of an item are read. An item is defined as the Classical Latin dictionary form, followed by the author's phonemicization of the Latin form according to the most conservative estimate of the maximal phonological system capable of giving rise to the various dialects of spoken Latin. These two elements are followed optionally by the modern ~eflexes in as many as eleven dialects from the area commonly subsumed under the heading Franco-Proven-
cal. An optional comment concludes the item.
As the items are read, determination is made of the largest size of each element for later column slignment in the print-out. Each item is then stored as a strlmE named after the sequential number assigned to the ~tem, and the phonological form on which the concordance will be based is selected. The phonological form is then analyzed, ln order to retain the generic types and specific segment-environments occurring in that,phonological form, A generic type is defined as a consonant or vowel in a given environment, as for example, word-initial consonant or tonic free vowel. A specific segment-environment is defined as one certain consonant or vowel in a given environment, as for example, word-initial P or tonic free A.
For each specific segment-environment found, a list is created composed of the numbers of the items containing that specific segment-envlronment.
As all items are read and analyzed, errors in phono- II  II  II  Ig  ~I  fl   II  II  Ig  II  II  II   II  ,e  II  I~  II  II  ~f and so on, through the long tonic checked vowels, the nonlong tonic free and checked vo~els, the long pre-tonlc free and checked vowels, the non-long pre-tonic free and checked vowels, etc., until all possible combinations of parameters have been listed. In Latin dictionary forms of more than one word, the words are separated by a plus, which is removedat the end of the program.
The second linguistic information, the phonemicization of the spoken Latin word, is followed by at least one space. The dialect entries follow, each composed of, first, the identifying abbreviation enclosed in parentheses and second, the reflex in that dialect, preceded by one space and followed by at least one space. At least one space is obligatory after each dialect entry, but more spaces facilitate correction of an erroneously punched
form. An optional comment concludes the item; the abbreviation for the co~Lment, (CON), must precede the comment and be followed by one space. When dialect identifying abbreviations are used in the comment, they must not be enclosed in parentheses, lest the computer mistake one of these abbreviations for the actual identifier. ~n end-ofitem slash completes the item, and a single space is obligatory before the slash. After the entire item has been read into computer memory, and determination has been made as to the size of each entry relative to the individual entries of all other items, a search is made for the so-called "special" environments, at Ci in the Flow Chart. None of these environments are applicable in the case of alteru. Therefore, these searches will fail, and the next search will be for a word-lnitial consonant or consonants, at C2 in the Flow
Chart.
In the case of alter~ this search, too, will fail, and the next search will be for a vowel, at A8 in the Flow Chart.
A tonic vowel in a checked syllable will be found at A8.2 and A8.6, and in the subroutine Br tonic checked A will be queued to the string containing all tonlc checked vowels, and the item number will be queued to a string containing the numbers of all items having a tonic checked A.
The next search will be for a consonant or consonants in all possible environments, beginning at At0 in the Flow
Chart. Searches for a strong sequence or a geminate con~onant will fail. At Ai2 the search for a sequence will be successful, the sequence found being L.TR. Once more, subroutine B is entered, the sequence L.TR is queued to the string labeled "sequence C.CC" at BI.1, if this is the first occurrence of L.TR, and the item number is queued to the string containing the item numbers of all items having the sequence L.TR at B~2. Next, at A131 the syllable-final L, and at A14, the syllable-lnltial cluster TR, will be queued respectively to the strings containing syllablefinal consonants and syllable-initial clhsters, and the item number will be queued to the strings containing the numbers of all items having syllable-final L's in the one case, and to the string containing the item numbers of all items having syllable-initial TR in the other.
The subsequent search for a post-tonic vowel will succeed at A8. Alteru, for example, shows the following correspondances :
as do all examples of U after a consonantal sequence. 
